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MOUSTACHE AND GLASSES





Mustache and Glasses as a street photography movement started in Canada 
in 2010. During its existence, the studio has successfully organised more 
than ten solo exhibitions in Russia and North America. 

The world of "Mustache & Glasses" is a special black and white story where 
the line between reality and photography has been completely erased. All 
works of our studio are made in the recognisable style of Straight 
Photography, where the main character is emotions and life and one and 
only tool is composition. We categorically exclude preliminary staging and 
subsequent retouching. 

The mesmerising composition of the shot is achieved solely through the 
phenomenon of the "decisive moment", a term once introduced by Henri 
Cartier-Bresson. 

Nikita Stupin is a Russian-Canadian photographer. Founder of the Mustache 
& Glasses street photography team, Ph.D. from the University of Toronto in 
Clinical Psychiatry. 

Nikita is a member of the Russian Photo Union, ex member of the 
international association X-Photographers, the author of numerous 
publications on the art of “Street photography” and the phenomenon of 
“Straight Photography”, as well as his own patented technique of 
“contactless photography”. Former ambassador of such companies as 
Fujifilm and RICOH, today Nikita is a regular contributor and columnist in 
the world's most famous photographic media; Street Photographers 
Magazine and Eye Photography Magazine.

«MOUSTACHE & GLASSES»



OUR PARTNERS

SOME EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS



www.moustacheandglasses.com 
Instagram @uncommonstreets

http://www.moustacheandglasses.com


LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY









What is Straight Photography? How to create perfect shots without editing 
them? How to see the beauty of the surrounding world and be a magician 
who can stop time? Full immersion in the world of photography, from its 
origins, to the moment when the camera is in your hands. 

We will follow the path of the great Henri Cartier Bresson and his “Decisive 
Moment”, we will learn how to create the perfect composition, be invisible 
on the streets, work with light and tones, take beautiful, perfectly calibrated 
shots using any equipment from professional camera to a smartphone. 

Moreover, we are ready to share our experience of organisational and 
exhibition activities, promotion of modern photography and many other 
interesting subtleties and features of modern photography.

LEARN. BASICS OF PHOTOGRAPHY





.Unique individually designed programs based on successful 

  experience in teaching photographic art in higher education facilities 

.Possibility of photographic support for groups and individuals 

.Teaching photography on the basics of artistic composition 

.Guaranteed result (improvement of compositional construction, flair and skills) 

. Development of a unique training program specifically for your educational institution 
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